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Subject:

Petition 0299/2005 by Oisin Jones-Dillon (Irish), on the departure tax in Malta

Petition 0415/2005 by  Anna Ignacak Mifsud  (Maltese), on the departure tax in Malta

Petition 0419/2005 by Robert G. Coenen (Dutch), on the departure tax in Malta

Petition 0533/2005 by Matthew Buttigieg (Maltese), on restrictions on the free movement 
of persons caused by high aviation taxes in Malta

1. Summary of petition

Petition n° 0299/2005
The Petition raises questions about the Maltese passenger departure tax which only imposed 
on flights starting from Malta, which creates discrimination between different flights. The 
Petition states that due to the way that the tax is imposed (discrimination between 
international and domestic flights) it breaches the rights to free movement under EU law.

Petition n° 0415/2005
The Petitioner indicates that the Maltese passenger Departure Tax is discriminatory and 
infringes the EU citizens right to free movement.  She states that the tax is only imposed on 
flights or ships starting from Malta, whereas citizens buying a return ticket in another EU 
country with destination Malta or those who are not paying for their tickets (non-commercial 
flights) are not requested to pay this levy. 

Petition n°0419/2005
The Petitioner indicates that the Maltese passenger Departure Tax is discriminatory and 
infringes the EU citizens right to free movement.  He states that the tax is only imposed on 
flights or ships starting from Malta, whereas citizens buying a return ticket in another EU 
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country with destination Malta or those who are not paying for their tickets (non-commercial 
flights) are not requested to pay this levy.

Petition  n°0533/2005
The petitioner is disappointed that Malta’s accession to the EU has brought no change as 
regards the very high flight costs from Malta. He considers the free movement of persons to 
be restricted by the disproportionately high government taxes on the national airline Malta Air 
which consequently enjoys a monopoly. On grounds of cost, therefore, it was particularly 
difficult for students to attend, for example, youth events organised by the European 
Commission in other EU States.

2. Admissibility

Petition 0299/2005 declared admissible on 16 August 2005
Petition 0415/2005 declared admissible on 20 September 2005
Petition 0419/2005 declared admissible on 20 September 2005
Petition 0533/2005 declared admissible on 7 October 2005
Information requested from the Commission under Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 3 July 2006 2006

The abovementioned petitions raise concerns regarding the construction of the departure tax 
at Malta International Airport. The Commission has received several similar complaints.
The departure tax only applies to passengers commencing a voyage from Malta for a 
destination outside Malta. The petitions claim that the Maltese residents have to carry an 
unjustified part of the departure tax and are therefore being discriminated. The petitions also 
raise concerns that the departure tax restricts freedom of movement and leads to unfair 
competition with other modes of transport. One of the authors asks whether passengers 
starting the journey from the minor Maltese airport of Gozo are exempted from the departure 
tax or not. 
The Commission is currently investigating whether its construction is in compliance with 
applicable Community legislation. At this stage the Commission is trying establish which 
categories of passengers are exempted, and has written to the Permanent Representation of 
Malta for further information. Their responses are currently being examined by the 
Commission.

4. Further Commission reply, received on 21 September 2007.

The above mentioned petitions raise concerns regarding the construction of the departure tax 
at Malta International Airport. The Commission has received several similar complaints.

The departure tax only applies to passengers commencing a voyage from Malta for a 
destination outside Malta. The petitions claim that the Maltese residents have to carry an 
unjustified part of the departure tax and are therefore being discriminated. The petitions also 
raise concerns that the departure tax restricts freedom of movement and leads to unfair 
competition with other modes of transport. One of the authors asks whether passengers 
starting the journey from the minor Maltese airport of Gozo are exempted from the departure 
tax or not. 
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The Commission concludes that the departure tax is not in conformity with Community law 
for two reasons. Firstly, the departure tax is only levied on international flights, and not on 
domestic routes. This distinction between domestic and other intra-Community routes violates 
article 3 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2408 of 23 July 19921 on access for Community air 
carriers to intra-Community air routes. Secondly, the departure tax makes it more difficult to 
provide services from Malta compared to other points in the Community as the tax is only 
levied on journeys commencing from Malta. The Commission holds that this is contrary to 
article 49 of the Treaty establishing the European Community.

On 4 July 2006 the Commission sent a letter of formal notice to Malta stating that the 
departure tax is not in conformity with Community law. Malta replied to this letter on 28 
October 2006. However, the Commission concluded that the remarks by Malta did not 
address the raised concerns, and the Commission therefore sent a reasoned opinion on 15 
December 2006. The Commission received a reply from Malta in a letter dated 30 March 
2007. After having analysed this reply, the Commission decided on 27 June 2007 to refer the 
case to the European Court of Justice.
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